3PL and Fulfillment Warehouse Management System (WMS)
Modular Warehouse Management Suite
The flexible and powerful core of Logimax, our WMS Foundation is a browser‐based
system that contains everything public and private warehouses need to be
successful out‐of‐the‐box: complete multi‐customer and inventory control,
integrated RF data collection, third‐party and intra‐company billing, report writing,
shopping cart connectivity, and customer web self‐service.
As a browser‐based solution, Logimax presents managers and CSRs with an
attractive user interface that increases productivity and provides
anytime/anywhere access via a secure web connection. Our advanced technology
also makes it quick and easy to integrate to ERP, TMS, EDI, shopping carts, and
other software systems – from SAP® to QuickBooks.
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Key Benefits
 Improve customer
satisfaction with
improved accuracy
 Faster return on
investment: installs in
just one week!
 Increase productivity
with flexible, paperless
automation
 Integrated with all
popular ecommerce
shopping carts including
Amazon, Shopify,
Magento, and ZenCart.

Inventory Control
Integrated Base RF
Integrated Billing
Rich Report Writer
Customer Self‐Service







Modules

Metrics & KPIs

Extend your
functionality

Monitor performance &
results like never before

EDI & eCommerce
RF Task Automation
Assemble‐to‐Order
Yard Management
Multi‐Carrier TMS







KPIs
Revenue Analysis
Cost Analysis
Velocity Trends
Much More

Warehouse Management with Logimax
Logimax is extraordinarily fast to implement – often just 30 days – even while
supporting complex functional and billing requirements. This is due to our unique
Customer Profile approach that defines and enforces customer and item‐specific
rules based on customer contracts. For every service and transaction, the profiles
automatically enforce rules, rates, processes, location selection, product rotation,
packing, stacking and any other criteria associated with a particular customer or
item. This remarkably efficient approach enables Logimax customers to earn a faster,
better ROI on a WMS investment while better serving their customers.
Additional Warehouse Functionality
 Inventory - From the ground‐up, Logimax was built specifically for public and 3PL
warehouse management. With easily configurable functionality for receipts,
putaways, transfers, counts and picks. Based on easy‐to‐use Customer Profiles,
Logimax enables public warehouses to run more efficiently.
 Integrated, Real Time Data Collection - The Logimax Foundation comes with RF‐
enabled support for receiving, put away, inventory counting, inquiry, re‐warehousing,
and basic order picking to enhance accuracy, accountability, and traceability. Logimax
RF is integrated with all other Logimax modules for immediate use.
 Integrated Third-Party Billing - Accurate, on‐time billing is automatic with Logimax.
Some Logimax customers improve revenues by up to 10% solely as a result of more
accurate billing. Leveraging your customer and item profiles, every service and
activity is recorded, accounted for, and invoiced.
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METRICS & KPI’S
Dashboards: Our dashboards
show thumbnail views of key
data at the company,
warehouse and customer
level in real time.
Revenue Trends: 13‐ and 25‐
month revenue trends help
to monitor actual vs.
contract customer
performance.
Activity Trends: Activity
trends help you identify
contractual variances and
plan space and resources
accordingly.
Comprehensive
Transportation Functionality
 Parcel Shipping
 Packing
 Rate Shopping
 Bill As/Ship As
 Special Charges
 Compliance Labeling
 Export Documents
 HAZMAT Compliance
 Consolidation
 Electronic Manifesting
 Track and Trace
 Auditing
 Rate Updates
Freight Shipping
 Routing Guide
Management
 Advanced Carrier
Selection
 Pre‐shipment Planning
 LTL, Truckload, Rail Rating
 Bill of Lading
 Auditing
 Tariff Management
Carrier Compliance
 DHL International
 FedEx
 OnTrac
 R.R. Donnelley
 UPS
 USPS
 Over 350 LTL Tariffs
 Generic Carriers
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 Rich Report Writer - Along with a rich set of pre‐defined reports that can be
printed, faxed or e‐mailed, Logimax Base includes a built‐in drag‐and‐drop report
designer. Our open database architecture also allows you to use third‐party report
writers.
 Customer Web Self Service - Being able to quickly and cost‐effectively meet
customers' inventory data needs is essential in a "need it now" world. Customers
want the ability to retrieve key reports such as .pdf files or spreadsheets, enter
orders and view activity and inventory at their convenience.
Modules
Logimax modules enable public warehouses like yours to expand services, increase
productivity and profitability and ultimately improve your strategic value as a trading
partner. Each Logimax module seamlessly integrates with our WMS Foundation and
is rapid‐to‐implement.
EDI & Ecommerce
Supporting Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is required by most companies because
it enhances the efficiency, accuracy, speed, and traceability associated with
transmitting data to and from trading partners. Logimax also integrates with all the
popular shopping cart applications, from Amazon to ZenDesk.
Logimation – Wireless Task Automation
A major advancement in WMS functionality, Logimax' Wireless Task Automation
module provides companies with on‐the‐fly task assignment and real‐time, paperless
task visibility for every warehouse activity. Logimax assigns tasks (via RF) that
consider a user's login and equipment as well as pre‐defined rules, task priorities and
the Logimax Appointment Book.
Assemble to Order
Kitting, assemble‐to‐order and related light‐manufacturing services are an effective
way to generate new revenue from existing customers, attract new business, and
deliver more value to customers' supply chains. Our Assemble‐to‐Order Module
includes a comprehensive bill of material (BOM), cost and budget analysis, work
order and shift planning.
Yard Management
Logimax Yard Management (YMS) module provides companies with the ability to
track trailers' and containers' pertinent data, including who brought it in, where it
is, what's on it, how long it's been there, where it's supposed to be, and by when.
Multi-Carrier Transportation Management Solution (TMS) – Varsity Logistics
Varsity ShipSoft‐Parcel™ and ShipSoft‐Freight™ support a wide array of shipping
needs—from companies with single carrier domestic shipments to multi‐site
organizations that ship globally through multiple parcel, LTL, truckload, and rail
carriers. With Varsity, companies purchase only the functionality they require. When
both parcel and freight shipping are needed, Varsity ShipSoft‐Parcel and ShipSoft‐
Freight integrate for centralized shipping management..
Since 1995, Logimax Inc. has provided an exceptionally robust, reliable, and affordable solution to the
challenges of single‐ and multi‐customer warehouses. Our browser‐based solution includes an
uninterrupted growth path for customers.
Based in Jacksonville, Florida, with offices in Chicago and Toronto, we’re part of the FOG Software
Group, a wholly owned subsidiary of Constellation Software, Inc. [TSX:CSU], an international provider of
software and services to multiple industries. Learn more: fogsoftwaregroup.com or csisoftware.com.

